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高信頼分散オプジエクトシステムでは、複数のレプリカに多重化されたオプジエクトが、メソッドの呼出し

により協調動作を行なう。これまでに、 readや writeのような基本演算に基づき、効果的にレプリカ聞の一貫
性を保証する方式として、コーラムに基づく方式が研究されている。一方、各オブジェクトが提供するメソッ
ドは、複数の readや writeから構築されるより抽象的な手続きである。本研究では、従来のコーラム方式をオ
ブジェクトの抽象演算に基づく方式へと拡張を行なう。さらに、本方式により、従来方式よりもロックされる
レプリカ数が削減できることを示す。

1 Introd uction 
Various kinds of applicaもionsare realized in an 

object-based仕ameworklike CORBA [15]. Ob-
jects are replica七edin order to increase the re-
liability and availability of an object・basedsys圃

tem. Two-phase locking (2PL) protocols [ηand 
quorum-b舗 edpro色ocols[10] are so far discussed 
to lock replic掴. In the two-ph剖 elocking proto・
col， one replica is locked for a reatl method and 
all the replicas are locked for a write method. On 
the 0ぬerhand， q包orumnumbers NトandNw of 
the replicas are locked for reatl and切rite，respec-
tively， in the quω。ru町叩1I貯E
Nト+ Nw > α for the number a of 色出hereplicas. 
The subset of the replicωis a q包orum.

An object is an encapsulation of data釦 d
methods for manipulating the da同. The object 
is allowedもobe manipulated only through the 
methods. Methods are more abstract than prim-
itive methods reatl and write on a simple object 
like file. A pair of methods conftict on an object 
if the resulf obtained by performing the methods 
depends on the computation order-ofぬeme出.
ods. The methods are compatible if they do not 
confiict. For ex，叩lple，increment and decrement 
methods are compatible on a co包πterobject. In 
the papers [16， 1η， the quorum concept for read 
and write is extended to abstract methods. Sup-
pose a pair of methods t and u are issued to repli-
C鎚 Zland Z2 of an object z. The method t is 
performed on one replica Zl and the 0色hermethod 
U on another replica Z2 if t and u do noもconflict.
Here， sもatesof the replicas Zl and Z2 are differ-
en色becauseu is noもperformedon Zl and t is not 
performed on Z2・Thereplicas Z 1 and Z2 can be 

the same ones if u is performed on Zl and t is per-
formed on 2:2・Aslong舗 onlycompatible meth-
ods t and u are issued，-the methods釘 eperformed 
on replicas in their quorur.ns. If some method 'V 
conflicting with t Is issued ~o a rep~ca Z1 J _every 
in同 組ceof t so far performed on組 otherreplica is 
required to be performed on 2:1. Even if a replica 
is updated by a method t or u， Nt + Nu ~ a only 
if t and u do not conflict. The ezchanging proto-
col is discussed to exchange compatible methods 
among色hereplicas. However，色heproぬcolis com-
plex and implies larger communication ov，町head
to exchange methods. In色hispaper， we prop偲 e
another quorum-b舗 edproもocolto lock replic剖 for
performing abstract metho~s. Inもheprotocol， no 
exchanging protocol is used. 

First， these abstract methods supported by 0ト
jects are classifi.ed with respect色otwo points， 
whether or not methods derive data from objects 
and methods change states of objects. In addition， 
we discuss how sも叫es町 echanged by methods. In 
one type， an objec七isupdated by using色hecur-
rent state of the object. An仇crementmethod 
is an example. In the other type，加 objectis 
updated independently ofもhecurrent staもe.A re-
set method is an example of七histype. Then， we 
define a quorum number for each method based 
on these types of methods. Finally， we present 
a quorum-based protocol for abstract methods to 
lock replicas of objects. The protocol supports 
three ways to lock replicωand perform methods 
on replic舗 dependingon types of metho也.

ln section 2， we overviewぬequorum-based 
protocol for replicωof objects. In sections 3， we 
Classify abstract methods supported by objec旬.
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In section 4， we discuss a pro七ocol.

2 Quorum-based Replication of Ob-
ject 

An object is an encapsulation of d叫aand ab-
stract methods. Let us consider a counter ob-
ject c which suppor旬 fourtypes of methods re-
set (res)，初crement(飢c)，decrement (dec)，組 d
display (dsp). A counter value is incremented 
and decremented by methods inc and dec， respec・
tively. A counter value is displayed by dsp. By 
performing a method 7・es，a value of the c01.l.nter 
object c is initialized to be zero. Suppose there 
are four replic舗 Cl，C:a， Cs， and C4 0れheobject C. 
Methods res，飢c，and dec are tradi七ionallycon-
sidered to be write methods because the state of 
the counter object C is changed by the methods. 
dsp is a read method. Hence， Nf'tU + N，飢t:> 4， 
N…+ N d.et: > 4， Nru + Nd.IJp > 4， Ninc + Nd.ec 
> 4， Nd.ap + N，印 c> 4， and N d.ap + N d.ec > 4 
according to the traditional quorum-based pro七。.
cols [10J. For example， N…= Ninc = N d.ec = 3 
and Nd.a'P = 2. 

The quorum concept for primitive methods 
陀 adand w吋te[10] is extended to methods of ob-
jects [16，17]. Here， a pair of methods t and 1.1. 
are referredも0 鎚 confticton叩 objectiff a re-
sult obぬinedby performing t and 1.1， on the object 
depends on出ecomput叫ionorder of the me叫1・
ods [3]. Otherwise， t and 1.1， are compa.tible. In 
もhecounter object， res conflicts with all the other 
methods inc， dec， and dsp. inc and dec are com，・

patible but切cand dec conflict with dsp and res. 
dsp is compatible with itself. 

[Object-based quorum (OBQ) constraint] If 
a pair of methods t and 1.1， con:Bict， Nt + Nu > a 
where a is the total number of the replicas.ロ

日is noもedthat Nt + Nu ~ a only if a pair of 
methods t and 1.1， are compatible even if t or 1J， is 
an update type. Every pair of con:Bicting methods 
t and U of an object z are performed on at le槌 t
k (= Nt + 比一 α)replicas inも仙恥h恥esame 0叫E吋d町

Niふnc+ Nd.ec <三;4， e.g. Nふc= N d.oc = 2 bec凱lse
inc and dec are compatible. Suppose Qinc = {Cl， 
C2} and Qdec = {C3， C4}. Since either inc or dec 
is performed on each replica in the quorum， the 
states of the replicas in Q的 care differen色合om
Qdec. However， if dec is performed on Cl and C:a 
and飢cis performed on C3 and C4， a11七hereplicas 
can be the same. This is an ezchanging proced1.l.re 
where every method t performed on one replica is 
senももoother replicas where t has no七beenper-
formed and only methods compatible with t have 
been performed. Suppose a method dsp is issued 
to three replic回 Cl，C2，組 dC3 where Qdap = {Cl， 
c:a， C3}' Since dsp conflic旬 withinc and dec， dsp 
cannot be performed on any replica in Q dap be・
cause only 向chas been performed on replicas Cl 
and C2 and only dec has been performed on C3制

shown aもs旬P1 of Figure 1. Before perform 

1 

2 

3 

Figure 1: Exch個 gingprocedure. 

replicas where出emethods have no七 beenper-
formed. 

3 Types of Methods 
Objects support abstract levels of methods 

which are procedures for manipula'色ingthe olト
jects. Methods町 erealized古obe procedures 
which may be implemented by using primitive 

ggLgfag官2血球-JbLrt2Tぉm:
on simple objects like貧l
ample， a counter object 
ceding subsection SUppOl 
res (reset)，初c(incremel 
dsp (display). The state 
changed by the methods 
does not change the obje4 
the object C by七hemeth 
rived from C by the other metho也知c，dec， and 
res. A new state obt瓜nedby performing飢cand 
dec on a current sぬもeofthe co包nterobjecもCde-
pends on色hecurrent sta:七e.However， a new state 
obtained by performing res is independent of the 
current state of the object c. Thaもis，any state 
of the co包nterobject c is initialized to be zero 
by performing res. Thus， there町 esome色ypes
of methods. We classify each abstract methoa t 
supported byan object 0 with respect to following 
points， st叫etype (stype)， state・dependencytype 
(dtype)， and outpuもtype(otype) [Figure 2]: 

1. By performing a method t on an object 0， a 
state of the object 0 is ch叩 gedif stype(t) is 
Y. Otherwise， stype( t) is N. 

2. If a伽，tet( s) obtained by pe伽 mingthe 
method t on a current s右前es of an object 
o depends on the current state s， dtype(t) is 
Y.O出erwise，dtype(t) is N. 

3. By performing a method t， ifsome da凶 isde圃

rived告omもheobject 0 and 0凶put，otype(t) 
is Y. Otherwise， otype(t) is N. 

Here， it is trivial stype(t) = Y if dtype(t) = Y. 
For example， four methods res， 飢c，dec， and 

dsp supported by a c01.l.ntcr object C are classi自ed
槌 sh~wn in _ Table 1. _ For _ example， any staもeof 
the object c is changed with initial value 0 by the 
method res. Hence， stype(附)= Y. The state 
of出eco包nterobject C ob凶i!le~ by performing 
res on a current state of C is independent of the 
current state. Hence， dtype(附)= N. Since data 
is not derived by res， otype( res) = N. A new state 
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Figure 2: Types of methods. 

obぬinedby performing methods i'πc and dec on a 
currenもs凶もeof the co包nterobject c depends on 
もhecurrent s七叫e.Hence， dtype(inc) = dtype(dec) 
= Y. stype(飢c)= stype(dec) = Y. Since no d.ata 
is output byもhemethods初cand dec， otllpe(ぬc)
= otype(dec) = N. On the other hand， a state is 
not changed by a method dsp. Hence， stllpe( dsp) 
= dtype( dsp) = N but otllpe( dsp) = Y. 

Each replica Oi of an object 0 has a version 
counter ct;.. The version coun七ercti is initially 
o. Each time a state of the replica 0， is changed 
by performing a method， the coun七erct;. is incre-
mented by one. That is， cti := ct;. + 1ぜamethod
t where stype(t) = Y is performed onむhereplica 
Oi，i.e.もhereplica oi is changed by t. The version 
counter cti of a replica oi shows how many times 
the replica oi is updated， i.e. state is changed. 

4 Quorum-based Protocol 

4.1 Quorum 

Based on types of methods discussed in the 
preceding section， we exもendthe traditional quo回

rum concept for primitive read and write methods 
to abstracもmethodssupported by objecもs. If a 
method t is invoked on an object 0， the object 0 

is tried to be locked in a mode μ(t). A compati-
bi1ity relation among modes of methods is de:fined 
舗 follows:
[Definition] A mode μ(t1) is compatible with a 
mode μ(ら)iff a method tl is compatible with a 
method t2 on an object o.ロ

1n a counter object c， a method inc (incre-
ment) is compatible with a method dec (decre・
ment). Hence， a mode μ(伽c)is compatible with 
a mode μ(dec).μ(飢c)conflicts with μ(dsp) and 
μ(res) since inc conflicts with methods dsp (dis~ 
play) and res (rese色).

Here， suppose a method t is issued to an object 
o. If an object 0 is not locked by any transac七ion
or 0 is locked only in modes which are compatible 
with a mode μ(t)， the object 0 is locked -in the 
mode μ(t). Otherwise， the request of吐lemethod 

t is kept waiting in a wait queue. 

An o~je~t 0 ~~ replica七ed. Let!l ~1'lJ，st~r C( 0) 
~e a set of replicas 01， ...， 04 of the objecもo.
Suppose a method t is invoked on an object o. 
A lock reques七w抗ha mode μ(t) is issued to a 
subset Qt of the replicas in the clus七er0(0). Qt 
is referred色0 卸 aquoru.m of七hemethod t. Qt c 
C(o). Nt is a quorum number of the method記
i.~. the number of replicasin Qt， Nt = IQt I (三
n). The quorum numbers for methods satisをythe 
following properties: 

[quorum properties] Let h回 dt2 be a pair of 
methods supported by an object O. Here， n is the 
n umber of replic舗 ofo.
1. Nt1 + Nら>n if the method tl consic旬 wiぬ

七hemethod t2. 
2. Nし+Nt2 > n if stype(tl) = Y回 dstype(t2) 

=Y.ロ
Let Qt1 and Qt2 be quorums of methods tl and 

t2 for an objecも0，respectively. According to色he
quorum proper七ies，Qtln Qt2 =1=ゆift1 confiicts 
with t2 or both of h and t2 are update methods. 
1f a pair of methods tl and t2 are compatible on 
an object 0， Nt1 + Nt2 ~α. In a counter objec色
c， inc and dec are compatible. The other methods 
conflict with inc and dec. Supp~se もhere are four 
replicas of the co包πterobject c.The methods inc 
and dec are compatible but a state of the counter 
object c is changed by 飢cωddec， i.e. stllpe(飢c)
= stllpe(dec) = Y. Hence， Ninc + Ndec > 4. Ndap 
+Nふc> 4. For example， Ninc = 3， Ndec= 3， 
and Ndap = 2. 
4.2 Protocol 

We discuss a protocol for invoking methods on 
replicas of an. object. Suppose a method t is in-
voked on組 objec色o.Aninvoker of the method t 
is referred to剖 trans4ction.Let C( 0) . be a cluster 
{Olt・・・， On} of replicas for an object o. Since the 
method t may invoke 0色hermethods， trn舗 actions
are nested. First， a quorum Qt is constructed for a 
given quorum number Nt， i.e. IQt I = Nt and Qt c 
C ( 0). In this paper， replic剖 tobe included in出e
quorum Qt of a method t are randomly decided 
each time t is invoked. Then， a lock request is is-
sued to every replica in the quorum Qt. Replic剖

in a quorum Qt are五rstlocked. Then， iむisdecided 
on which replica七hemethod is performed. Lasもly，
if the locks are obtained on replicas，ぬemethod t 
is performed onもhereplicas. Thus， the protocol is 
composed of出reephases， locking， decision， and 
ezec叫ionphases. 

[Locking phase] 
1. A lock request of a method t is issued to every 

replica in a quorum Qt. 
2. If a replica Oi in the quorum Qt is already 

locked in a mode which conflicts with a mode 
μ(t)， a response No is sent back to the trans-
action， i.e. invoker of t. 

3.0出erwise，the replica Oi in the quorum Qt is 
locked in a mode μ(t). Here， let L(Oi) be a 
set of methods whose locks are being held on 
the replica 0， and w hos 
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The transaction， i.e. invoker of the method t 
waits for responses from a11 the rep1icas in the quo-
rum Qt. 
[Decision phase 1 
1. If N 0 is received from a replica，出e七rans-

action sends A bort色oa11もhereplicas w hich 
have sent Yes. The locks on色hereplicωare 
released. 

2. If Yes is received仕omevery replica in the 
quorum Qt，もhetransacもionsends a Do mes-
sageもoa11 the replicas in七hequorum Qt to 
perform the method t.ロ

If all the replicas in the quorum Qt are success-
fully locked，もhemethod t is tried to be performed 
onもherep1icas. 1もdependson types of methods 
how to perform色hemethods on the replic却 inthe 
quorum Qt. There are following types ofmethods: 
1. otype(t) = Y and stype(t) = dtype(t) = N. 
2. stype{t) = Y and dtype{t) = N. 
3. stype(t) = Y and dtype{t) = Y. 
First， let us consider the type 1， i.e. a method 

t derives the data， but does not change the state 
of the replica， i.e. stype(t) = dtype(の=N and 
otype(t) = Y. 
[Execution phase for type 1] [Fi酔 re3] D伽

is derived from an object 0 but a state of 0 is not 
changed by a method t， i.e. otype(t) = Y 組 d
stype(t) = dtype(t) = N. 
1. Let Rt be a subset of主hereplicas w hose ver-

sion counters are maximum in the quorum 
Qh i.e. {Oi I oiε Qt八 ctiさctjfor every Oj 
in Qt}. 

2. The transacもionsends a Do message with a 
method t色oevery replica in出esubset Rt・

3. The method t is performed on each replica in 
Rt. Here，ぬemethod t might invoke 0もher
methods. If the method t eventually com-
pletes， a response Done with data derived is 
sent b低 kto the transac色ion.ロ

T 0， 
lock(t) 

ロ:computation of t 
Figure 3: Type 1. 

O. 3 

time 

In theもype2， a state ofぬeobject 0 is changed 
by a method t， i.e. stype(t) = Y. Here， there are 
two additional c槌 es，dtype(t) = Y or dtype(t) = N 
depending on whether or no色anew state 0 b凶ined
depends on the current state of the object o. If 
dtype(t) = N， a staもeof the object 0 is changed 

with some new sぬもeindependently of山ecurrent 
sぬもeof出eobject o. 

[Execution phase for type 2] [Figure 5] A state 
of an object 0 is changed by a method t indepen-
dently of a current sもateof 0， i.e. dtype(t) = N. 
1. A method t is issued to every replica in the 

quorum Qt. 
2. The method t is performed on every replica 

inぬequorum Qt. 
3. If otype(t) = Y， the response oft with output 

data is sen t to theもransacもion.The transac-
tion takes a response from a replica Oi in the 
quorum Qt whose version coun旬rcti is max-
imum in the quorum Qt.ロ

T 0， 。j
lock(t) 

time 

Figure 4: Type 2. 

N ext， let us consider the type 3 a new state of 
an object 0 obtained by performing a method t on 
a current s色ateof 0 depends on the current state， 
i.e. dtype(t) = Y. 
[Execution phase for type 3] [Figure 5] A state 
of an object 0 is ch叩 gedby a method t depending 
on a current state， i.e. dtype(t) = Y. 
1. Let L be a set {ず IQt n Q" i-ゆ，t'εL{Oi)， 

and Oi E Qt} ofmethods whose locks are held 
on replicas in出equorum Qt and are compat-
ible wiぬ themethod t. Rt = {o， I 0，εQt̂  
ct， ~ ctj for every Oj in Qt}. 

2. The method t is performed on every replica 
in the quorum Qt. 

3. For every replica oi in the subset Rt， a collec-
tion Li of methods where Li = L -L(Oi) are 
obtained. Li shows methods which are not 
performed on the replica oi and by which a 
state of 0， is chan写ed，i.e. stype = Y. The 
methods in Li are issuedぬもherep1ica 0， in 
the subset Rt. 

4. The methods in the s叫ん areperformed on 
each rep1ica 0，.ロ

Here， every replica has七hesame s同te舗もhe
others in the quorum Qt since every method which 
changesもhestate is performed. Each time a 
method in the set Li is performed on a replica 
0" the version counter di of the replica 0， is in-
cremented by one. Every replica 0， in出equorum 
Qt has the same version counter ctゎ

Let oi and Oj be replicas of an objecも0・ A
replica oi is referred to舗 M 切erthan another 
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T Oi 

lock(t) 

Fi思ue5: Type 3. 

O. 3 

time 

replica句 ifdi ~ ct;・Areplica Oi is newest in 
a cluster C(o) iffむhereis no rep1ica Oi such出品

句 isnewer than Oi. 

It is straightforward for the following theorem 
to hold according句出eproもocol.
[Theorem] If a method t such that otype(t) = Y 
is issued to an objecも0，the data is derived from 
七henewest replica in a cluster C( 0) by the method 
t.ロ

According to the definition of the quorum， even 
if one of methods t and u changes組 object0， Nt 
+ Nu ~ n for a total number n of the replicas. In 
traditional quroum-b踊 edprotocols， Nt + Nu > 
n is required to be held. Thus， we can reduce the 
number of replicas to be locked in the protocol. 

5 Concluding Remarks 
In object-based systems， objects are manipu-

lated色hroughmethods which are implemented in 
procedures. In this paper， we discussed how repli-
cωof objects are locked for abstract methods in 
the quorum-based scheme. Abstract methods are 
fir抗 classi貧edwith respect to whether or not data 
is derived， whether s色ateis changed depending 
on a current st叫eor independently of a currenも
state. We defined the quorums for abstract meth-
ods based on the method types. Then， we dis-
cussed the quorum-based protocol to lock replicas 
叩 dto perform the methods on the replicas. The 
protocol is composed of three phases， locking， de・
cision， and execution ph創 価 dependingon types 
of methods. By using the protocol， the number of 
replicas to be locked can be reduced. 
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